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Can you tell us about how you got started doing 
what you’re doing now?
It was my own desperation with uncomfortable high heels and the never ending 
story of slipping out of my shoes. I needed a solution to tie the shoe on to my 
foot. This was the impulse to create my Heel Caps which are leather covers for 
the rear quarter of the high heel. The exchangeable Heel Caps and leather bands 
offer security and even more fashion freedom! With many different colors and 
patterns to choose from, you can now easily accessorize your shoes to match 
your outfit.

 What do you love most about what you do?
I create very comfortable High Heels and I want to give every woman the chance 
to be part of the fast moving, versatile fashion world. I have a product range for 
the brisk, fashion-conscious woman of today. 

Where do you find your inspiration?
I am inspired by the thought of individuality. Every woman should have the 
chance to adapt to the upcoming fashion trends. 

Is there a project that you think best exemplifies 
what you are capable of? 
I think the most striking project was creating the Heel Caps. They are a trendy, 
practical solution and give the possibility to make your favorite high heel fit 
every outfit! No matter if business-classic, nightlife-hip, evening dress or street 
fashion. The Heel Caps offer the chance to accessorize your high heel! 

What exciting new projects do you have on the horizon? 
I am working on a Bridal Edition. A comfortable high heel for the most special 
day in a woman’s life and as comfortable as walking on pure cotton. Of course a 
bridal edition Heel Cap will be part of it. I can’t say too much at the moment, but 
they will be a very special shiny piece of jewellery. 

What would you say marks you out from other Shoe Designers? 
Striving for individuality and uniqueness. Shanks High Heels and Heel Caps 
manage these attributes in a very smart way.

What makes Austrian shoe designs so special? 
We Austrians really value high quality and pure handwork. We appreciate know-
ing how much work goes into the creation of a shoe and this is expressed in the 
individual shoe designs Austrian designers offer.

Austrian designer Ines Shanks 
started Shanks Shoeware in 

2014. She creates not just shoes, but 
eye catchers for the feet. Shanks 
High Heels stand for individuality, 
elegance and exceptional style. 
The perfect mix of avant-garde 
materials, fine leather and 
harmonic colours are her signature.

One shoe – 100 possibilities, 
multifaceted and self-confident. 
Shanks High Heels are some of 
the most comfortable High Heels 
ever. They are made for walking. 
The modular Heel Caps are high 

quality exchangeable 
leather covers for the 

rear quarter of the 
high heel and are 

available in many 
colours and 
styles. Every 
pair has been 
handmade 
with 
extraordinary 
diligence.
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